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THE DEVELOPMENT OP AJS ELECTRO-MECHAWICAL ROOT-SOLVER 
IOTROPITCTIQN 
Throughout the fields of scientific research and engi-
neering practice there is a great need for a fast and accurate 
method of obtaining the roots of an algebraic equation. The 
purpose of this thesis is bo eresent the theory and design of 
a computer which is capable of yielding the real roots of an 
algebraic equation with constant coefficients both quickly and 
accurately. There are described in the literature several 
successful mechanical ana electronic devices that perform this 
1 2 
function. * *" There is a continuing need for such a computer 
whose components are simple elements or simple groups of sim-
ple elements. 
Complying with this requirement, the computer which is 
to be describee contains onlp linear potentiometers, reversing 
switches, and isolating transformers and amplifiers, Its de-
sign is such teat its ranpe map; be extended to accommodate 
alyeiumric equations of any depree bp simply increasing; the 
number of existing components* p; yoalylnp several ma thematic 
IT. 0. hart and I. Travis, "Mechanical Solution of 
Algebraic Equations/' Journal of bho IPranklin Insticute, 
225: 6b, 1938. 
,:•. II. Schooley, "An lectro-mechanical Petbod of 
Solving Equations,11 RCA Review, 3: 36, 1938, 
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theorems, all the real roots of an equation niaj be found with 
the computer. These rooos i:it̂, bo verj lax*gd, very small, or 
they may lie verv close together. B$ bhe use of these theorems, 
the range of the roots which the computer can accommodate is 
unlimited. i 
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( 1 ) 
a l g e b r a i c e q u a t i o n whose r o o t s i... i s d e s i r e d t o l i n d . 
p r e s e n t bime i t w i l l be a ... a.<;.„ed on a t a l l one r o o t s a r e 
h o w e v e r , 8 method w i l l be d e s c r i b e e l o o d - toy o • i o n cooi-
Mjots ;:ia;; be o b t a i n e d . l a GO. e c con a " a t z v , c o c a beiou i a t h e 
iember of E q u a t i o n (1) i s r e p r e s e n t e d b biic :oa : s i l t u d e 
a - c v o l t J g e , B3 com e c t i n g t h e s e v o l t a g e s I n s e r i e s 
b ' i u b i ; t h e i r s u , a I n d i c a t e d b ; a h i h - r e s i s t a n c e 
i..r, bbo c .•ooloio: I J coir: b " o h r e p r e s e n t e d . t o e v o l t -
r e a d i n g r e p r e s e n t s Lb- r i j b l amber o f q u a t l o n (1 ) t o r 
. r t i c b . :r; v a l u e of t, : i o b c e a c leat v a r i a b l e . ..be r e a l 
of o t h a t makes bhe v o l t m e t e r r e a d .ns z e r o i s a de 
r c ... i .•• oo I oi ' u ..ie s ; ; ' , i ' i y ioa . 
Jhc •..,: bhod bw ss t l c t r o c v a r i o u s p 
w i l l no\« be c o n s i d e r e d . I n t h e p a s t , no 
h a v e b e e n u s e e boo bobs a,..,•.•cse.' ones e 
zero is a aesirea 
rs c f 3 s re cbta I nod 
.ia:o;i' ., oi o no 10. .ie tors 
>tentiometera must DO 
s.je-uiaii--. .noairaoinreb «ai,i.; L.ic r equi r e c c e gr o e er so that 
cne voua ou G i is is ne square, cuoe^ cic. , oi the linear posl 
tion of b ..o novable am:. i Is re quires bhat each berm of the 
equation e Lploy different potentiometers of different decrees of 
lei,, loc. sit. 
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non-linearity. This difficulty can be eliminated by- the use 
of only linear potentiometers . fy connecting two linear po-
tentiometers in tandem, the output voltage is proportional, to 
bhe square of the arm position, provided the two arms are 
panged on a single shaft. A voltage proportional to the cube 
of flic arm position is obtained by placing three potentiome-
ters in. tandem, etc. A volbaye proportional to the nth power 
of the arm position can be obtained bj using n potentiometers, 
as illustrated in Figure 1. If trie voltage applied to n po-
tentiometers represents the coefficient of the nth term of the 
equation, it can ho seen from impure 1 that the output voltage 
will represent the entire nth term. A pointer attached to the 
common shaft will Indicate on a dial, calibrated linearly from 
0 to 1.0, the particular value of x which is being substituted 
into the equation. By placing all the potentiometers to be 
used for obtaining t ie poa.ers of x for sacs, term on 8 single 
shaft, a rotation of this shaft will change the value of the 
independent variable in each term ox' the equation simultane-
ously. If separate ana Independently operated potentiometers 
are inserted mior to those connected in tandem, as Shown in 
Figure 1, bheir outputs will supply the coefficients for each 
of the terms of the equation. ,q feeding each of bxese coef-
ficient potentiometers from a com on source of a-c supplv, 
x x xj y 
the absolute magnitude of xae supply voltage will not affect 
the accuracy of the computer. 
If any of the coefficients are negative, the reversing 
Coefficient Potentiometer 
calibrated linearly 















from 0 to 1#0 
Figure 1 
Circuit for obtaining a voltage, a^x11, whioh represents the 
nth term of an algebraio equation in x, and where a0 is the 
constant real coefficient of the nth term. 
c 
6 
switch corresponding to that terra Is thrown to an opposite 
position, relative to the positions of the switches Tor the 
positive coefficients. i'ne positions of the positive and 
negative coefficient switches are purely relative, since each 
teri'" of the o '-."Lioa _i'i. p be multiplied by -1 without affect-
ing the yalue or t^l:-.n of the roots. he outputs of each of 
the terms are connected in series witb a high resistance volt-
meter whose deflection will indicate the value of the algebraic 
sum of the tems of tee equation for -m; particular value of 
Lee independent variable. Since it is desired GO find the 
particular values of .x which will , ivo a zero reading on the 
voltmeter, tee ceusarini device used should iaave as sensitive 
a scale as possible^ this expedient v*ill increase tire accuracy 
oi the computer. 
In order to utilise the f ill accuracy of the computer, 
at least one coefficient of the equation must be equal to + 1. 
This form is obtained by dividing each tern by the coefficient 
with the largest absolece ..ry ni tare . Ifter this operation, 
tee notent Lometers correspond in a; to the terms whose coefficients 
arc unity are set at full sc le. Per the remaining terms whose 
coefficients arc less than unity, tl e potentiometers ere ad-
justed to a corresponding per cent of full scale. This method 
requires that each of hen coefficient potentiometer dials be 
callers tee linearly from aero to unitv. complete circuit 
is shown in Figure 2. 
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A Circuit for solving for the real roots of an alge-
braic equation with constant real coefficients. 
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of x limits the magnitude of the roots which can be obtained 
to unity, By transforming the given equation into an equation 
whose roots are k bimes toe corresponding roots of the origi-. 
nal epilation, toe range of the coventor can be extended indef-
initely. Phis procedure amy be applied to an equation whose 
roots are very small. is an example, if a root has the value 
3,004, the equation ::p oe timnmif ormed into an e /nation whose 
root Is now Q»4 by letting a. = 100, The roots obtained from 
a transformed equation must be divided op k to obtain toe root 
of the original equation. To transform MI equation fop appli-
cation to the computer, b can alvmys be chosen aa some multiple 
of 10, making the theorem extremely simple to apply. If an 
equation fciaa a negative root, it can likewise be obtained from 
the computer bp letting k = -I rrultiplif : by the an ropriate 
;oacr of 10. This merely changes the sign of bhe coefficients 
of the odd powers of x. A statement of this theorem and :-n 
example ere Jres ented in spendix 11. 
If Lt nappens that the equation to be solved contains 
both real and imaginary roots, a reliminary examination of 
the equation is desirable. The computer will yield all the 
real roots if the procedure explained above is followed, It 
mill also Indicate the presence of complex roots, but will not 
yield their complex magnitudes••« tor tabs reason If Is wise 
to determine the upper and lower limits of the real roots of 
the equation prior to a ttoepetinp; a sol it Ion. Additional tests 
map/ be applied to determine the lower and upper limits of the 
9 
positive and negative roots, respectively, if desired, (See 
Upp-endi* I. ) 
If the equation contains a nultiole root, the computer 
will yield the magnitude of this root but not Its degree of 
multiplicity. To obtain this information it is necessary to 
apply a theorem. Its ap lication can, however, ee deferred 
until the complete range of the real roots has been explored. 
If the number of roots indicated by bhe computer is less than 
the degree of the equation being solved, the theorem, must be 
applied so determine whether one or more of these roots is 
repeated. (dee mroeaaln III.) 
After bhe multiple roots a:ve been determined, if the 
number of real roofs is still less than the degree of fee 
equation, counting an r-folc root m times, the remaining 
roots a ill be complex and even in number. If there are onl̂ / 
two complex roots, bhea can be found very easily from the de-
pressed equation. the depressed sanation is the quotient of 
bhe original equation divided b̂  the product of the factors 
formed of the known roots. 
Another useful relationship between the roots and the 
coefficients of aa equation is that the algebraic sum of the 
real roots and tee real aerts of tee comelex rests is equal 
bo the negative of t. e ratio a /a , where a and a are the 
1 0 o 1 
coefficients of the x n and xa ~ * terms, respectively * This 
relationship men be used as a check ea. bl e results obtained 
from bhe computer. 
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The preceding theory can be summed up Into ten steps 
which should be followed In the crcer qiven ahem •;. t iieiuot iiip: 
to solve an equation with the computer. 
STE'P 1 Find the upper end lower limits of tec real roots . 
( bee .pjeao 1.x I. ) 
OThr 2 Divide each term of the equation by the coefficient 
with the largest absolute magnitude. 
bit;? o bet the coefficients of bbe equation obtained In Step 
2 into Lane oor.iou.ter, alone with che correct snitch 
posit ions. 
STaP 4 The range of the root dial is now from 0 to 1. Explore 
this region, st tr s s-ne tins aobbr: the voltmeter in-
cication. If the voltmeter reads aero, the reading of 
the root dial, rm that time, is a real root of the 
equation. 
STEP 5 Reverse the existing switch positions of the odd power 
terms and explore the region from 0 to -1 for additional 
roots . 
STEP 6 Transform has original equation into one whose roots 
are the nexb sub-multiple of 10 of the roots of the 
original equation ]e letting k = 1/10. (bee appendix 
II.) The ra . o OL fee root dial :1s now from 0 to 10. 
Explore tills range for real roods. 
STaP 7 Reverse tee exist lap switch positions of the odd potver 
terms and explore a e rcplon from x = 0 to x ™ -10. 
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STEP 8 Repeat Steps 6 and 7 for increasing sub-multiples of 
10, bj letting k = 1/100, 1/1000, etc. The ranges of 
the root dial become 0 to +100, 0 to +1000, etc. The 
above arocess is continued until either of the two fol-
lowing conditions is satisfied: 
(a) until the number of roots already obtained is 
equal to the degree of the original equation. If 
this be the case, the solution of bee equation Is 
complete. 
(b) until Lhe entire range between the upper and lower 
limits as defined by fteo 1 br,_: been explored. 
3T1 P 9 If condition ( >} b h: nob (a) of O.J • revlous step has 
been satisfied , tee remaining roots may be multiple 
roots or cor. plea roots. If there remains an odd num-
ber of roots that have nut been found, at least one 
will be a multiple root. Complex roots always occur 
in conjugate pairs If the coefficients of tne equation 
are real. In either case test the equation for multi-
ple roots. (bee Appendix III.) 
10 If no multiple roots are found and there remains an 
odd number of root.:: outstanding, it is highly rrobable 
that two roots lie vera closely bogether. If they are 
so close teat cue computer cannot make a distinction 
between them, a transformation of the equation is re-
quired such that h e roots of the nee equation are 
farther -.part than the roots of bhe orh Inal equation. 
2 
This transformation may be applied anj number of limes, 
but usually once will be sufficient. (See Appendix IV.) 
To illustrate che above procedure., an example is oresented 
here. Suppose it Is desired to solve the follov/inq equation on 
the computer1; 
x 5 + 9 . 6 x 4 4- 18x 5 + 8 0 1 . 2 x 2 + 1337a - 3 3 8 . 4 = 0 (2) 
This e q u a t i o n was o b t a i n e d by expanding bhe f a c t o r e d e o u a t i o n 
(x - 0 .4} (x + 7 ) 2 U - 2 - j a ) ( x - 3 + jS) = 0 (3) 
STaf 1 An upper limit of bhe real roots is 
1 + 568.4 889.4 
1 
A lower limit of tne real roots is 
-} o f> "I •'• 
— X. ~ :'j '-J ±. , Ci _. 
ni = -832.2 
568.4 568.4 _ Q ^gg 
568.4 + 1387 1905.4 
kn upper limit to ;'ac nersalve real roots i; 
568.4 568.4 _ _ 0 e 7 4 
568.a + 801.3 769.6 
The upper and lower limits of 568.4 and -202.2 are the 
only ones actually required at this time, but the other; 
map be found if desired. 
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STEP 2 Each term of the equa t ion la now divided bp the coef-
f i c i e n t with the l a r g e s t absolu te magnitude, 1357. 
0.000749X5 + 0.00 /19x4 + O.OlSox3 + O.loOx2 + x - 0.425 = 0 (4) 
STEP 3 The coeff I c lent-a of Equat ion (4} are now s e t i n t o the 
c oiTLp u t e r . 2 i n c e b h e p o s i t ion o f the s wi t oh i'or a nega t ive 
c o e f f i c i e n t i s ouiv r e l a t i v e to tha t of a p o s i t i v e coef-
f i c i e n t , in th i s example a swi tch i n the l e f t p o s i t i o n 
i s chosen as p o s i t i v e , as shown in Figure 2 . The var ious 
c o e f f i c i e n t po ten t iomete r s are se t a t t h e i r var ious 
percentages of f u l l s c a l e : 
x 5 d i a l s e t a t 0.000749 swi tch to l e f t 
x 4 d i a l se t a t 0.007X9 swi tch t o l e f t 
x° d i a l se t a t 0.013 5 switch to l e f t 
n 
x^' dial set at 0.150 switch bo left 
x dial set at 1.000 switch to left 
x° dial set at 0.425 switch to right 
STEP 4 The ranee of the root dial is now frera 0 to 1.0. This 
range is explored and it is found that when this dial 
indicates 0.40 a aero reading is obtained on the volt-
meter. Therefore, 0.40 is a real root or the equation. 
STEP 5 The ranee of the root dial is now changed to 0 to -1.0 
by reversing the existing switch positions of the odd 
power terms. Thus the switches for Uhe x^, x j and x 
terms are thrown to the right. (The constant, or x^ 
term, is considered an even power.) This region is 
explored but no roots are found. 
L4 
G Equation (3) is tioyy transformed in to an equat ion whose 
roo t s -TO 1/10 the roo ts of Iquation ( 5 ) . Lot k = l / l Q , 
(.. . o n a 18)k
2X3 -̂  (101 .0)k ; V ? + ( 1 0 0 7 ) ^ 3 - k 5 (068 .4 ) = 0 
nrlF 
.UVJ 
o -' 1337 568.4 
.000 10000 lo t000 
= o 
< • 
D.96x* + 0 .1 or-' H 3.2012x^ + 0,1337x - 0.005684 = 0 
If ang of the c o e f f i c i e n t s in [uatioQ (0} had hod an 
.ihsolute rornifcude l a r g e r than u n i t y , e c0 berm of the 
equat ion would have beeu divided b^ bhls magnitude, as 
in Olep :t . Or • ev. i t e r pc;; to ions -.o: o-t to . i;eo 5 v. I t h 
the c o e f f i c i e n t s of Equation (5) se t on bhe c o e f f i c i e n t 
d i a l s make bhe range of bhe root d i a l fro,' 0 to -10 . 
This region is explored , and a second root i found to 
7 I'Lo s vol ten • c o i t i o n s oi bhe odd ^o,.t.r berms ore again 
reversed bo explore the nega t ive e l too r pion os de-
l i n e d in 3tep 0. i r e renpo to nee froj D bo 10. .to 
a d d i t i o n a l roots are Pound. 
8 Steps 6 and 7 .. c repeated for Inc rea s ing suh-mul t ip l e s 
cT 10. The equat ions obta not are s>r fo l lows : 
..hen k = 1/100, quatlon (2) becomes 
r x £.0(1; J (10-3)x3 -i t,012(10"4)xfi •+ 1.337(10~5)x 
- 5.684(10"°) « (6) 
and the range of bhe root dial Is ire,, t to +100. 
then k = l/lOOO, Equation (2) becomes 
6(10"u)z + 1,8(10 w)xw H 2.012(10~
7)x2 + 1.337(10~^) x 
b.6b4(10~13) (7) 
and the range of the root dial la from 0 to +1Q0G. ho 
additional roots are four; a in these regions , Go no it Ion 
(a) has not been satisfied since only two roots have 
been found end Equation (2) is of the fifth degree, in-
dicating that three roots have not been found. Condi-
tion (b}s however, has been satisfied since -I-IOOO is 
greater than bhe upper and lower limits of fee real 
roots as found in Step 1. 
Equation (2) must be tested ror multiple roots. Follow-
.njz tj procedure oi3 b lint sd in Anpend ix III, f(:• } 
f'(x) become 
ana 
,6x + lfx^ 01.2x^ + 1337: - 568,4 = 0 
(x) = ox4 + 38.4x3 -r 54x2 + 2i2.4x + 1237 = 0 (9) 
and the greatest common divisor Is found to be x + 7. 
therefore, -7.0 is a double root of 2. q nation (2). The 
real 
a a e 
roots of Equation (2) are 0.4, -v, - 7 . If desired, 
a.uiininx pain of complex roots may be obtained by 
solving the depressed equation. bxpaudina the factors 
formed of trie roots already found, Equation (10) is 
oota ined, 
16 
2̂ _ ..3 i^2 (x - 0.4) (x + ly- = X° + 13.6x^ + 43,4s - 19.6 == 0 (10) 
Dividing Equation (2) b;y Equation (10), the depressed 
equation becomes 
x% - 4x + 29 » 0 (11) 
Solving Equation (11) b^ tne quadratic formula, 
4 + jtG - 115 0 
x =3 — T 1 g = 2 +jo 
the roots of Equation (2) are found to be 
0.4, -7, -7, 2 + 15, g - j5 
STEP 10 Since all the roots have been found, this step is un-
necessary. 
17 
Tin D IS ...... 01 ' RII I 3 ! DEL X i LVE 1 LDR . PIC 
SQUATIC S 
J.'he 1'irst consideration In the cesirn of en . ctual 
circuit based upon the arrangement in Figure £ was b at part 
or Lite cire.lit usee to o t. li-i Liie various act.<,re C.L I a in-
dependent variable. Upon examination of Figure 13 It is scon 
that if the potentiometers are connected .in iuiio." ,-ibbout 
SO.,1 . : •: 0 1 L S o i s t U. 0 b a . : . , - . , ' ,• C . :.: t o e e 1 t C i ' C c e o ; . i U 
one. This loading e f fec t can be : ode n e g l i g i b l e provided the 
r e s i s t a n c e of' esch po ten t iomete r is large comp* red to the p re -
ceding one* This na thod Is not vera o rao t l cab l e s incs i t leads 
to d i f f i c u l t y in obts i ling DOtentiometers of the r< i i red r e -
s i s t a n c e v.at ; i l h- v L the same >hysieal s i ze so that thev 
wiu'i b€ convenient ly ; anged t o g e t h e r . 
The s o l u t i o n decided unon. . s,:, bo ose on a m p l i f i e r be - ' 
bween each lo ten t iomete r , ebs ampl i f i e r nerves onl i as on 
i s o l a t i n g network, and necessa r i ly has gain of u n i t y . By 
i i ' n r t,;,.__.'€ 6a dV tubes , two sucb i p l i f i e r s may be obtained 
from the same tube envelope t thereby l,u t i n : to eo. p a c t n e s s , 
The t ransformers a v a i l a b l e had a tu rns r a t i o of 1 : 1 , with 
cen te r - t apped pr imar ies and s econda r i e s , t j e n s one nai f 
•-' o burns on o-e primary In toe p l a t e - c a t h o d e c i r c l i t , to vuich 
bhe output c i r c u i t is oouaaLed, sue :..s.lri, .; i i ,.u., turns of tue 
arlsu-.ra in a nega t ive feedback path, bh€ a Lto t r a n s former a c t i o n 
thus obtained is used bo advantage, . ltjfc an ad jus tab le r e s i s t a n c e , 
is 
R, in the feedback path, the gain may be varied both above 
and belovt unity. This is desirable, since the magnitudes of 
the outputs of each channel must all be adjusted to the same 
maximum value. The complete amplifier airca.it is shown in 
Figure 3. The capacitor across the secondary of the output 
transformer is necessary to adjust the overall phase shift of 
the cha.raael to zero. 
Since the output voltages representing each term may 
be either polarity and must be connected in series, isolating 
transformers are necessary in each channel. The a , or 
constant-term channel., contains onla the coefficient potenti-
ometer and the re vers in a; switch, therefore the transformer 
is pi.-., ced betueen tnese h. o elements. In order for the com-
ponents of c•ch term to ap ear as symmetrical aa possible, the 
transformer in the x~tens channel is placed immediately after 
the coefficient potentiometer and preceding cue x potentiometer. 
This arrangement is shown in Figure 4. The same procedure is 
followed in bhe x^-term channel, with the addition of a second 
transformer in the output circuit of the amplifier. A photo-
graph of the computer is presented in Figure 5. 
It is seen from Figure 2 that bhe maximum output voltage 
of the x-term channel is lass than hnat of bbe constant channel, 
and that the maximum output voltage of the x^-term channel is 
less than either of these, '.a shown in Figure 4, a fixed re-
sistance of '20,000 ohms is placed a eras a the secondary of the 
transformer in the constant channel. Since each of the 
1.0 mfd, 
0 - 200,000 ohms 
A/yWv^— 
£ 6SN7 
n = 1:1 
0.006 mfd. 
16 mfd 
* H = 240 volts 
Figure 3 
An isolating network consisting of an amplifier with a gain of unity and zero 




Diagram of an experimental computer to solve quadratic equations. 
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Quadratic Computer And Equipment 
Bottom View Of Computer 
Figure 5 
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poten t iomete r s tin t are ganged on the common shaf t a l s o have 
a r e s i s t a n c e of 20,000 ohms, i t i s seen t h a t the maximuic ou t -
put vo l tages of aee cons tan t r..nc a - t e r a channels are nov. equa l . 
ehc •.;•:. > l i f i e r shown in Figure 3 i s placed in the x^-term chan-
n e l , as shown In Figure 4. The maximus output vo l tage of the 
o 
x -torm channel can nous be brought i n t o agreement with the ou t -
put vo l tages ci the o t h e r two channels b\ a d j u s t i n g the gain 
of bhe a m p l i f i e r , 
e f t e r the coir .iter v., s c o n s t r u c t e d , bhe phase s h i f t and 
nagnitude of the oat art vo l tages of each channel were then 
checked s e p a r a t e l y u i a i a vacu-arii-tabe v u l t :c ter arc a c - tnode-
reg o s c i l l o s c o p e . The vo l t ages aegre senhlng the cons tan t term and 
una x-term agreed In ooth ^ a u i i i u c e una phase as i nd i ca t ed on 
o 
bhe o s c i l l o s c o p e . The magnitude of bhe a t j-term vo l tage was 
adjusted "eg varying the negat ive feedback in bhe a m p l i f i e r , 
Phis was achieved eg ad ju s t i ng .1. the phase s h i f t of the 
2 X -channel vo l tage was adjusted bo zero by placing a 0.00G mfd, 
capscibor across the secondary of the output t rans former of 
the di-iTolifier. The magnitudes of the channel vol tages v.ere 
checked on bhe o sc i l l o scope bg viewing , In phase o p p o s i t i o n , 
bhe r e s u l t at of the sueximum output vo l tages oi a eh of: the 
channe l s , taken two at a t ime . I t was found t h a t the t r a n s -
formers had a zero phase s h i f t at a nominal frequency of 570 
c y c l e s , t h e r e f o r e , the eh: se a-hat of bae ampl i f i e r was acl-
i as ted to z e ro a t bii i s are que noy . 
gg 
..ith all coefficient potentiometers ^.nd the root dial 
set at zero, it vans i'ount tha. t the resultant output of the 
computer was not zero, By shorting each of bhe transformer 
.-7.) 
secondsries one at .. ti -e, it \-.ds found boat v. lib the x term 
completely snorted, toe outpi.it could be reduced to «ero. Phis 
indicated coupling oetv.,een the brans formers of the gepari be 
berms, Experimentation with two s imil c LUJ asfcr.u as shoved 
that by pi icing their long axes mutually perpendicular the 
coupling was reduced bo a negligible value. This modification 
v.-as i :coroorated in toe nodel vetch vera; 000 results. However, 
with the computer set GO solve an equation, its output still 
l 
I 
8. oauuj t i c . r e s e n c e uf •<::..:.•• .....no! a c o n s i d e r a b l e u-'uuuut of d i s -
i 
bortion, By placing ;! bandpass niter at the output of bhe 
computer, tri'-. vavs fori,; •. : a prcntlp improved, but the voltage 
u a s i: 11 e nus ted. 
one d i.;'-;. 1 pi-... be, c.'libra tec linearly from zero to cen, 
was obtained and installed uneerneabb bhe x, Or coot, dial. 
Photostatic copies a this plate were obtained and used for 
bhe coefficient potentiometers, /tfter their Installation it 
was found that cue eitnt.r bo a poor photostatic process or to 
a Slight non-linearity of hue potentiometers, or both, the 
disl reading did not check with a voitae-cer placed across the 
potentiometer out.rut. The vol bine tor readinp was assumed to 
be correct, •,ca a correcIUI.CU cj.i've uas plotted for each coef-
ficient dial. These data anc: curves are presented in Appendix V. 
' 
o The accuracy of the x and x^ channels was checked with 
a vacuum-tube voltmeter. The discrepancies found between the 
x and x^ dial readings are probably cue to non-linearities in 
the potentiometers or to i slight misalignment of the potenti-
ometer arms on :he com-.011 shaft. ho attempt could be made to 
plot a correction curve for the root c t h , since it involves 
the firsb and second powers of the variable and since the er-
rors found for each were different. These errors do indicate, 
however, thmt the results o bained will be slightly inaccurate 
The so c > t a a r e a Is o pres ent ed i n . • ppe n d h V. 
k not her large 000 roe of error hi this computer is in 
the common potentiometer shai*t. It was rounL t tat the Formica 
shaft, 00. whicb the potentiometer arms are mounted., does not 
remain ripid as it Ls rotated* This failure causes the poten-
tiometer arms to be set at slightly oifferena values of x for 
ana setting on the dial. Likewise, two slightly different 
roots are indicated on cue blthi as tie saie null is approached 
from opposite directions* 
There are three uotiocls of iuaicatinp the null of the 
output voltage of bhe computer. Tie fir; t method is to note 
a m indication of a vacuum-tube voltmeter connected to the 
output terminals of the computer. The seeonc method is to 
view the wave form of am computer output voltage on the os-
cilloscope. The third method is effects, b;/ connecting the 
computer output to the vertical deflection plates of the os-
cilloscope and the oscillator outp it to the horizontal slates. 
4 
The r e s u l t i n g p a t t e r n s...u..i, iou-ore t i c a l l j be a s t r a i g h t l i n e ; 
bu t , due to hum nnc" • Let opt ion in bhe c puter output v o l t a g e , 
t h i s p a t t e r n is £ ver^ narrow Lissajo .. f i g u r e , Vs the root 
d i a l is v a r i e d , bhe major a:,.is of the f i ..ire i s r o t a t e d -bout 
the cen te r ot the sc reen , ,'hen the major axis is h o r i z o n t a l , 
a root oi' t.io ...jatiuu is rood from the root d i a l , th i s method 
is much supe r io r bo e i t h e r of the f i r s t two, e s p e c i a l l y when 
two roo ts l i e ver^ c lose t oge the r . Since the accuracy of the 
computer conic' he o / c . i i ( , . c c i ^ o - r i \:j ;... ti-se ol t h i s method, 
i t was the one employed In solviru; hoc cno.ytioiis presented on 
l abe r pages . 
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EXPERIMENTAL REStFLTS 
In order tc check the validity of brie roots obtained 
from the computer, a number of equations were solved. These 
equations have roots which cover the entire range of the root 
dial, in addition to having pairs of roots which are representa-
tive of the order of magnitudes normally encountered in quadratic 
equations. Since the scales on the coefficient dials viere in-
correct, it was found that the coefficient settings could be 
made much more quickly and accurately by using; a voltmeter. 
A rotary switch Was installed in the circuit in oreer that the 
same voltmeter could be used to separately sst the coefficients 
and determine the roots. The oscilloscope v.as used in the 
manner previously describee to obtain the roots of each of the 
equations presented here. 
These equations were obtained by expanding factors which 
Were chosen for their individual merit. The reduced equations 
and the transformed equations are not shown, but may be ob-
tained by following the procedure previously outlined. 
It is to be particularly no bed that the computer con-
sistently yields the value 0.0b for the root 0.1. This is 
partially explained by the correction curves for the x end x^ 
terms. The equations haviua multiple roots were solved with 
exceptional accuracy., exccot for trie one equation vmose roots 
are 0.5, 0.3. for this particular equation the computer 
yielded bwo distinct roots placed symmetrically around the 
6 
ts regard 
correct multiple root. However, with a slight change In the 
constant tern of this equation, as Indicated, the roots were 
made to converge on the correct multiple root. 
thor roots oi one sane sitjn and whose difference Is 0.1, 
and aaoich lie above about 0.4 and 0.5, great care Is required 
to distinguish ti Q distinct roots* However, if the roots are 
o± opposite sign, bhe computer yields accurate rec 
less of their absolute uoyni bude . hoe inability to dls tincuish 
between two roots of approximately bhe same agnitude and of 
the same Sign is due to the sotentiosieters used. This ambiguity 
can oe reduced by employing multi-turn potentiometers. The 
errors in she coefficient poteatiometers may oe reduced in 
bhe same . anner, since for some equations, the coefficients 
could not be set accurately due ac the ocars uoess of the wind-
ings . 
as has been stated orevioois I3 , the ranoe oh the roots 
that can he handled by the computer is practically unlimited, 
Regardless of hons small or how large in absolute magnitude 
the roots may be, the original equation may be transformed so 
that the roots oh she transformed equation are breuyht into 
the range o£ 0 bo 1.0. 
If an e nation having conjugate complex roots as attempted 
to be solved on the computer, It Is found that the straight 
line on the osciiliscoae will never become horizontal, os is 
the case with real roots, 'a toe root O'.ri. is turned through 
its range, this straight line will approach the horizontal and 
7 
will make the smallest positive or negative angle with the 
horizontal at the value of x which corresponds to the real 
part of the complex root. This Tact ma$ be used to determine 
whether the roots, which have not been found after exploring 
the range between the uppex1 and lower limits of the real roots, 
are multiple roots or complex roots without applying the test 
f o r ma11 i p1e roots. 
TABLE I : E q u a t i o n s Oolveo t o Check Accuracy of Computer 
Ge i ec t ed R e s u l t i n g Measured 
F a c t o r s E q u a t i o n s Roots Remarks 
(x + 0 . 1 ) ( x + 0 . 1 ) - x 2 + 0 .2x x o . o i « o ( - 0 . 0 0 . - 0 . 0 8 ) 
(x + 0 .2 ) (x + 0 . 2 ) = x- + 0 .4x + 0 .04 - 0 ( - 0 . 2 , - 0 . 2 ) 
(x + 0.3) Ix + 0 . 0 ) = x2 -!• O.Gx -i 0.0:: = 0 ( - 0 . 2 3 , - 0 . 3 0 ) x-irxc ^ = 0 . 7 2 , x = - 0 
(x + 0.4)(x 4 0.4) = x'f 4 o.ox + 0.10 « 0 (-0.4, -0.4) not quite horizontal 
(x + 3.5) (x -)• 0.0) » x;d 4- x * 0.25 = 0 (-0.5, -O.o) 
(x T 3.6)(x I 0.0) «, x 2 4- 1.SX 4 0.06 - 0 (-0.0, -0.0) 
(x + 0.7) (x 4- 0.7) = x:^ -: i.4x 4 0.49 = 0 (-0.7, -0.7) 
(x 4- 3.8)U + 0.7) = x
2 + 1.6x 4- -.64 = 0 (-0.0. -0*8) 
(x 4- 0.0)(o f 0.0).- x2 4- l.Ox + 3.81 « 0 (-0.9, -0.0) 
(x o i)(jX + 1) = xx- 4- 2x + 1 .«- 0 (-1.0, -1.0) 
(x i D . 1} (3? - 0 .1) = x " —0.01 sss. 0 ( 0 . 08, - 0 . 08 ) 
[x - 0.2) (x x 0.3.) = xf -i- O.lx - 0.06 * 0 (0.195, -0.0) 
(o -r :\0)(x H 0.0) = x2 o o.ox i j.oe => 0 (-0.18, -0.0) 
(x - 0.3) (x 4 0.4) = x*- 4 O.lx - 0.12 = 0 (0.0, -0.4) 
(x 4- 0.0) (x + 0.4) « x2 + D.7x + 0.12 =*= 0 (-0.0,-0.4) 
(X 4- 0.4) (x 4- 0.5) - x| 4- 0.9x 4- 0.20 - 0 (-0.4, -0.5) 
(x - O.o)(x 4- 0.0) = xxn + O.lo - 0.00 - 0 (0,5,-0.6) 
(x 4- 0.5) (x + 3.6) = x% + l.lx + O.oO = 0 (-O.Sj -O.G) 
(x - 0.6) (x 4- 0.7) s XT + O.lx - 0.42 w 0 (0.6, -0.705) 
(x + 0.0) (x 4- 0.7) = x2 + 1.3X 4- 0.42 « 0 (-0.0, -0.7) 
(x - 0.7) (x 4- O.OO = x 2 ,. 3 < l x _ 0.57 = 0 (0.700, -0.805) 
(x + 0.7)(x + O.G) » X2 + l.lx - 0.5G = 0 (-0.7, -0.0) 
'x - 0.3) (x 4- 0.9) m x
2 + O.lx - 0.72 = 0 (0.8, -0.905) 
x x j.x){x x O.C) * x 2 f 1.7x 4- 0.72 = 0 (-0.8, -0.9) vero distinct if roots 
0.0) 0.9 « x^ + 1.7x 4- 0.7 [-0.8, -0.9 vero distinct if roots are 
squared as explained In 
Appendix V 
(Continued on page 29) 






Roots B ©marks 
( X - n 0 ) ( x • ; 1) - X^ + O . l x - 0 . 0 — 0 (o.; y " T "X ; ( x + o 9 ) ( x -i- 1 ) = y 2 -;-1 rj l . O x + 0 . 0 SBS 0 ( - " • - • J> - 1 . 0 ) 
( X 4 u 0/ 5 (x X 0 0 ) ,_ft + l . c x + 0 i 6 3 2= 0 ( - 0 • ' • - i - n x^ *•***} 
(x + o 6 ) ( x 4- 0 . 0 , ) = x -; l . • • _ - • . x o , 4 0 = 0 ( - 0 6 2 j - 0 . 8 1 ) 
j 7; + Q • 5 ) ( x + n 3 ^ 3= X • 1 . ,'. . . + ..'.; . 0 o = j I "" -• 4 0 - 0 . 7 ) 
(x 4 0 • 4 ) {x 4 0 . 6 ) + x + 0 , 2 4 — 0 ( - C - 0 . 6 ) 
( x + 0 . O H . + 0 . 5 ) .. X + j . X X i 0 . 15 — 0 ( - G ' '-' J - 0 v 4 9 ) 
( ;; - ! • 3 0 ) ( x , • 4 " . « ;• [ « + 0 . 6 x + 0 "30 = ( - 5 1 £.' , - 0 . ; 1 ) 
( x + 0 D ( x ' f5 "? 1 
•_.) 
x 0 . 4 x x 0 . 02 = 0 (-o 0 8 - 0 . 3 ; 
( x + 0 6 ) ( x + 0 . 9 ) ...2 
— "* 
+ l . O x x o . 5 4 — o ( ~ 5 6 , - 0 . 9 ) 
( IX + ' • '•' t \ -" + U . D j '' x 1 . 4 x + 0 0 (- o J D X , - 0 . 9 0 5 
\ -•'- 1 u 4 ) ( x ; • J . •:, ) *= X ^ + l . O x + J 3 0 = ) j _ : ) v. - < * t ; - 0 . 9 2 ) 
{x -r Q 3 5 ( x x . , • . . . j ::rr X x l t 2 x •• 0 ,&( SB o ( - 0 - } J - O . o 2 ) 
( x 4- o o;(x 4 -J « c- j = x £ -r 1 . Lx -i- J 1 8 SK .) ( " 5- . C if - 0 . 9 ) 
\ X + j . 1 ) 0 4 3 . 0 ) = x £ 4 :').bx X X , U<d ""' 0 ( - 0 - 0 . 0 ) 
(x 4- 0 l)(x - r 0 . 5 ) ~ g + 0 . 0 : . x 0 0 5 = 0 ( - 0 0 8 , - 0 . 0 ) 
( X X 
^ • j 1 ) ( X + J , ';;• 1 + x x o . 0 5 ": ( - 0 . u a ^ - 0 . 9 ) 
/ „. -j- - y 1 ) I - - j . -i \ ,. >; . _ 1 i ... i r\ -i r\ 
\ -'• -* X j, \ J • X. j — X • J, . XV-. ' '.-' . -1. = u v
 _ '-'' u o . - 0 . 3) 
( x T 
• " t D ( x + - • o , O . l x + 0 . 5 — 0 ( - C . . ' • . J j - 5 . 3 ) 
( x 4 0 . D ( x + ; 5 X^'X.-r- 9 . 1 x x 0 . 0 = 0 ( - 5 n l • •' 
( x 4 0 , D ( x 4- 0 0 \ -—- X' - 0 0 . l x x 5 — 0 i -o . 0 5 , - 0 0 . 0 ) 
(x X •.J 1 ) ( x x £ 0 ) __ x ^ + 9 0 . I x + 0 » 0 0 8 - 9 0 . 5 ) 
( x + 0 D ( x 4 5 0 0 ) — X x 0 0 0 . l x + 5 0 as n ( - 0 oo, - 5 0 0 ) 
( x 4 0 . D ( x + 5 0 0 0 ) — c ^ £ 
; x 5 0 0 0 . l x -!- 0 0C ") -s 0 ( - 0 . 0 8 , - 5 0 
( X + Q 0 1 ) ( x H • 4 ) = = X 2 'f ' 4 . 0 1 X r 0 . J 4 « 0 ( - 0 UUa , - o . o ) 
(x + 0 , 0 1 ) ( Y - X ; . - x^ -- 0 . 9 9 x - 0 04 = 0 ( - 0 0 0 8 , 4 . 0 ) 
'.". : I "XI X = 
n k = l / l i x » - 0 . 8 
)0) 
111: k = l: 
k » 1-: 
& n a 
a ,--, X 
= 1/10 
= 1/10 •x 
CD 
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j sim SCNSII u noi s 
In cue construction of a computer ox' the fcyps described, 
great care oust be exercised to eliminate coupling between any 
or a ae e lorneats, ca pe c ia ± la bet\ e e n elei ie ats functioning in 
different berms of the equation. it is suggested that well-
shielded transformers be earn, d . due volt-pec induced in the 
circuit through straj coupling are usually shifted in phase 
\. 1th re: a act to Che desired volt a pes. It con be so a lip seen 
that is' c _is couelioe ts oaosert the output voltage oh the 
computer can never be adjusted to zero lp. changing onlj the 
magnitude of too independent verba tie. 
dhe componenta used in the construction oh the computer 
were foune to cause a large come e in ee;c ah*, ft \..ith .- small 
change oh free uency, her this reason it Ls suggested that once 
the optimum operating frequency has beer determined, an oscil-
lator be incorporated in tee computer. If desired, a high 
impedance, baud-pass filter ah pbu: be Lncludec at the output 
of the ceaeeaaer. lac f titer shoa.it preferably possess a 
_ero piiase shift characteristic at th.e operating frequency. 
fiie ultimate accuracy of a computer using linear poten-
tiometers ie almost solely determined by the accuracy of the 
individual potentiometers used in the circuit. It is suggested 
that in the future, such designs as this should make use of 
extremelp linear, multi-turn potentiometers, for example, those 
eseafactered bp Fhomaa .3. bibbs and Company. Specifications 
of tte 1 ICROPOT are reproduced in Appendix 'III. 
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The circuit of Figure4 can be modified so that an 
actual graph of the equation may be obtained. If the output 
of the computer3 which is the sum of the terms of the ecgiation, 
is applied to the verticil deflecting plates of an oscilloscope; 
and the input voltage applied be bee horizontal plates; and 
if the x dial is rotated et a constant speed, the resulting 
trace on the scope will represent a = f(x). The shaft of the 
ganged potentiometers could be connected to a small motor, 
which would continuously vary the independent variable t tiro ugh 
the range which had been previously selected. If this range 
is large, a m from 0 to 1000, the trace represents y « f(x) 
between 0 — a = lOOQi If Lt is desired bo closely inspect 
the region between 0 and 10j or 0 and 1. etc., this can be 
done by choosing the proper value of k, as previously ex-
plained, Conversely,, if - graph is given whose equation it 
is desired to find, it couio be Lip lied to toe feco of the 
oscillosco m, and the coefficients adjusted until the grapb 
and the trace coincide. The desired equation could then be 
reao from the coefficient eettmg s. By i proper electronic 
switching arrangement the positive and negative regions between 
the same numerical limits could be observed simultaneously, 
With some-modifications the circuit of Figure 4 can be 
made capable of yielding complex roots. To accomplish this 
the independent variable mu. t be varied I • both phase and 
magnitude. By inserting s suitable 380° phase s. ifting device 
in each, of too terms in the circuit of Figure 4 immediately 
32 
following the coefficient potentiometers3 and by ganging these 
phase shifters properly complex roots may be obtained in polar 
form* The phase shifters should be iged such that for 9° 
rotation of the shaft the output of the >: term will he shifted 
in phase 9°, the x2 berm shifted in phase {2)9°, etc. If the 
eopuotion cont.v i.ns coviiplez coefficients the phsse-shiftinp device 
should be set to indicate this shift when the shaft is at its 
gero position. This modification would impose even stricter 





SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A computer is proposed for bhe purpose of solving an 
algebraic equation of any degree for its real roots. This 
computer operates on on i-c supslp and evades bha use of 
specially mo nufactured. noo-lineor ootentiometers by employing 
onlj linear potentiometers. B3 the application of certain 
:.. J- theo.s blcs I roe. reus too luuqse of the. roots v.hicb. the computer 
is capable of yielding becomes unlii.ited. 3v applviuy an ad-
dition'.-. 1 theorem too ceoree cf uiultiplici 13 of a root may be 
determined. A process is c;lso indicated for overcoming the 
difficulty encountered when the roots lie very close together, 
.•.- systematic procedure is outlined to be bcllooed ohen sclving 
..;n equation \.-A.'i'h the computer. 
To test the validity and accuracy-of the theory3 an 
ox per- In ent "• 1 uocsT ••• s ess: <_ruc.t so ou sable of solving quadratic 
equations for their real roots. The successful operation of 
this computer proved that bhe solution of an algebraic equation 
of u.q;. degree, based on the same theory, could be obtained 
with ecyisl success. son- quadratic equations uere solved with 
exceptional accuracy. fhese equations possess roots whose 
orders of magnitude cover a vsr,. wide range. The overall ac-
curacy of this model oss surprising, considering: the large 
tolerances of the elements used In its construction, 
A method is suggested hj which boo con 3uter could be 
altered for producing a graph of bhe equation being solved. 
Conversely, i f the graph of an equat ion is g iven , i t s equa t ion 
co:ilv be detorr.:.:ned bo th i s same method . b o o i r i e o t i o n s of the 
ces iqn are olso ;:u;::;:;c:":tt)6 ;.-o s i loo cc.:iL:' loo roo t s to bo bound. 
bio c a p a b i l i t i e s of the computer are thus ex bended to permit 
the 30lot:!on of' n iy oegree o l r e b r o l c eo Lotion, b ' v i e q e i t h e r 
re a I or complex cdeb ::'ieionits , eon .Lbn no .;.[. on con. Icx roo t s . 
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LIMIT OF : E i tOOTS 
o 7 
APPENDIX i 
, i .T i r ; ; . •  PI;T \V?\L ROOTS 4 
IB 30UND: 1 
*0 
la an upper bound where a, Is the 
coefficient having the greatest absolute value of all those 
that differ in sign with a^, If no coefficient differs in sign 
( i 
from a^ there can be no positive roots ant u 
bound to cae real roots. 
zero is an upper 
EXAMPLE; Consider the equation 
2x4: + 3xb - 7x2 + l€z - o « 0 
An a:)car bound is 1 + _ = 4.5 
2 
A LOWEH BOUNE TC a : POSITIVE ROOTS J If the given equation 
Is transformed Into an equation whose roots are the reciprocals 
of the roots of the original equation^ b] e uaner hound to the 
roots of the trausiharaied equation will be greater than the 
reciprocals Of the roots of the taai equation. therefore, 
Its reciprocal will be less than any of the positive roots of 
the aiven equation. A. lower bounc to the positive roots Is 
a . n 
a + a 
where a7 is the coefficient having ate largest absolute value 
of all bhose chat differ in sign with a . 
n 
H a r r j Sohon, t!nqine e r i n g da t he ma 11c s (New f o r k : a). 
Van .Mostrand Company, I n c . , 1944J , pp . 9 8 - 1 0 0 . 
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EXAMPLE!: A lower bound bo bite real positive 
roots of the equation 
kbx4 + Sx3 + lex2 - 4?x - 3 = 0 
.13 
=: C 
3 + 16 19 
JT, LOWER BOUND TO THE i AI ROOTS: It the given equation is 
tie transformed iato 
negative of the correspond in roo 
lotion (. ' at of /bose roots is the 
<-i. u A. vc UJ. u.i.j.-, uuiu'uci'j'jii. ir  PCOu oi t -a ,' Lvea G(n3tion, on 
upper bound to the Foots of i.;be transformed equation will be 
greater than the negatives of the roots of the given equation; 
therefore, its negative will be less than the roots of the 
given equation* A lower bound to the real roots of the given 
equation is 
--1 - k 
i r 
re a (-1)*" differs . n a i :n v. i c 0 
and is numericallv the 
greatest coefficient that satisfies this requirement as to 
i an, 
SXAII PIS : in the ecua tion 
2 • IJT + ld>. - 3 = 0 
the coefficients (-]) 




A lower bound to the real roots of the 
given, equation is 
_i _J£ 9 
1 ~2 - J 
453 UPPER BOUND TC OHE NEGATIVE ROOTS: By combining the step; 
in the preceding sections v.e find an upper bound to the nega 
five roots of the given equation to he 
|a nl 
n + R 
where a, (-1) d i f f e r s in s ign with a. (-1) and is numerica l ly lk 
the g r e a t e s t c o e f f i c i e n t tha t s a t i s f i e s t h i s requirement as 
tc s i g n . 
hnAhrLhl: To find an upper hound to the 
nega t ive roo t s of 
fx 4 + 8x3 - 7x2 + 162 0 
r e w r i t e the c o e f f i c i e n t s as ( -1)• a. for convenience 
k 
2, -' , -I, -16, -3 
An upper hound to the negative roots i; 
APPI • >IX I I 
FRANS P< J'MATIOUS 
40 
kj mix I I 
> \Fom -'i ..r-D 
PBEORBI : To t r a n s f o r m an e q u a t i o n of t i c ;!.;!' cc i-"..c : . to mi 
e q u a t i o n e ch of whose roc. . . i s I t imes t o e o r r e s p o n d i j coot 
of b o r i g i n a l ©< l a t i o n . < p roceed as f o l l o w s ! M u l t i p l y by 
k , k^, k t e t c . , bhe c o - e f f i c i e n t s of t h e ;l.vea e q u a t i o n b e g i n n i n g 
w i t h t h a t of x n " . I f an; power of % below x n I s m i s s i n g , i t 
must be c o n s i d e r e d cs : r ece i i t ..-iI-; ; ::;c.vc c o ^ I r i c i c i i t . 
ELi MPL : Tr • ns i orm t he e : ua 11 on 
AX J -\- 3 ; -i- I a= 0 
into an e luation whose roots are 1/10 b lose 
of bhe original equation (I = 1/10}. 
x? -i- C )3x H (I2)::: = 0 
O 1 1 
1 v — > - ' ^TOO ^ 
x^ + 3,3x + 0. :•:".! = 0 
100x2 + 30: + 2 = 0 





;• | ;i REM: Any jv.ulti-ji- root of f(x) « 0 of multiplicity m >• 1 
is a root of f' >: ) » 0 of multiplicity .:-!. - simple root of 
f(x) « 0 Is not a root of f'(x) « 3. 
.: EC : : If f(x) * 0 and £'(:,,) - 0 rove ct least one cc,rnn 
root, then f(x] and f*(x) n ve a greatest common divisor 3-(x)j 
which actually involves n. - rooo or J (:.•') ^ 0 of or.ilt iolicity 
m-1 Is a riulclyle root or r(o} of role ir-lielty n. jnivn^eh, 
on.-- -oil.,l 'le: .root ot ,ox ) — 0 of multiplicity m [m > 2) is a 
root of Gr(x) = 0 of Q iltipliclty m-1. If '"•;(;.-,) denotes the 
quotient or f(x) b; G-(x), the roots of ;:(.:) = 0 coincide with 
the distinct roots or1 f(x) == 0. 
3XAMPLE; In the f o lloo In:_ ox? ..ale i.:. la ;ieces^ar; 
to find '.to greatest com) on divisor of f(x) and fT(x), the 
bheorem relating bhis process will n b be a bated ht.re} but may 
oe found in .nr..sOii.1 'J>I carry .r; out this process it Is to 
be noted that 3rr; com bant multlplii r may be BI oed or ( ropped 
froi the divisor, dividend or quotient at ana time during toe 
p r o c e s s . 
o o 
t e s t x - 2x - 4x + 8. = f f o r e l d o l e root::;. 
L. . ficiuroai, or,, aire t ..'-.rj rs :. f n o I '• oo ,• of 
•ouations ( re . fork: John .lie,- end :,o .. , "inc., l e f t ) , pp. 67-8 . 
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i'(;:) - 3x 2 - 4x - 4 = 0 
First, find the greatest common divisor: Divide 
bat to L'vcir frTcti/.M.:;, divide 3f(x) h "'(••), 
• 1 
• f •• \ (x) b5 f'(x), 
>x* - 4x - 4 
_ 
3x° - Sx^ - 12x + 24 
5x^ - 4x" - 4x 
- o x 2 *. 8x . i . Q /I 
-
o 
X - A v x./i + 12 
- 3x* - 1235 - ; • 36 
_ 3 x 2 + 435 -T 4 
_ 10 x •T 32 
— 35 H- o C 
Since una ce^rse of ihie remainder is less than b e degree of 
the divisor, cease this oj6re.tlc;i, .n.o •<:,—lect the 4/iotient, 
Ihe present remainder and divisor become the no v. divisor and 
dividendJ respectively, tor a second division. this process 
is repeated until hv t?e is a zero remainder. the c ivisor which 
yields a zero remainder is bhe greatest common divisor of the 
two polynomials. 
-ox 
x + 2 13 x" --




hince tuts civision has zero remainder, the term (-x + 2)(-l) 
— (x - 2) is bhe greatest common divisor of f(x) and f*(x). 
root of Gr{X) — x - 2 = 0 in exa^ole is 2 an W .!. o i 01 
multiplicity 1. Thus 2 Is a double root oi f(x) .-= 0. 
Af EM5IX IV 
A TRANSFORMATION PC SEPARATE ADJACENT ROOTS 
4 3 
APPENDIX IV 
A TRANSFORMATION TC SEPARATE DJACMT ROOTS 
I t I s d e s i r e d t o i ' i i id a n e q u a t i o n w h e r e r o o t s a r e bhe 
s q u a r e s OJ ; t h e r o u t s o f t o e o r i g i n a l e q u a t i o n . The f o l l o w i n g 
m a t e r I a 1 I s q u c t e o frQm S o h o n : 
ft Cons i d e r t h e e :i ua 11 u • i I a. _•1 a nos r a t o am 
11 + a l X
n X 
+ a r tx 
_ p 
+ a^x - n - . s r &n - 1 x + s = 0 n 
q^-^r i o s a o s o a l l t h e t e r m s c o n t a i n i n g odd cowers o f a t o one s i d e 
ana v/e a a v e 
- [: x
n - _ 4. ] -
- 1 
Now s q u a r e •as of I:he e q u a t i o n 
•v-Sn + - 2 v 2 n - 4 . c, 2n _ g , p g ~2n -- 4 J n 2 _ 2 n - 8 , 
e c 4 4 
_ ci. -, A "T 
— 1 O 
_ 2 2n - o Q 2 n - 6 , O Q B -,2n - 4 , 
a „ x r .-..a.., a r . j + da- ,a^x 1 5 " 1 3 ' 
. l e a r r a n q i n q ia'h.s ,, -.. a h a v e 
2 a _ 
9, n 
(a,. l a a + 2a } 
1 3 4 
- x' 
n - b ( a 2 - 2. t 2a a - 2a + „ . = 0 
1 5 6 
l o o s u b s t i t u t e - v ['of x-~- and t h e e'.a;-3 t i c a. b e c o v e s 
..a . Trn _ i ^ a . n - u, 1 3 ) + 0 
44 
n I f we nov: tabulate the coefficients of bhe x-equation 
and place the coefficients or the y-equation under bhe cor-
rosporic iiip coer i icieno 
¥v i 11 bee o. n.e e v i c; e n 1:. 
cne x - e o u a c LO :G e o i e r a l r u l e 
TABLE V I - 5 
a 
- . 
a * p 
O 








- 3 s • a 
^ i1. 
- 2a f , a r o o 
- 2 a a 
4 6 
2a4 +2 a -, a _ +2 a p a +2a r .a . y 
t3 ' 
-2a 6 . ga 1 a ? -2a a 
2 2 
*2a +2 a a 
1 9 
10 
'"X.,::TL: O o t i s i i i e r t h e o n a t i o n ots are 
x + l.v'x -f 3,72 •= 0 
Find the equation whose roots are the squares of 
toe roots of the above eo octiea. .':or convenience 
a lo. blc is :reo'j.red s i ; J 1 i' Lo b>o; OP cce2t.no one 
x 1.7 
1.45 
' "•' 7 o 
0.5184 
Toe o e c i o e o e'-Oo tocoi t. • c u oecoooos 
45 
+ 1.4by + 0.5184 « 
and its roots are th.c squares of the roots of the 
original equation, viz. -0.64 and -0.81. 
AP ENDO V 
C G . i . i ' J ' . ' T i •;• : ; : \ r . 3 
. • . - 0 : 3010 
3-t t inc C o r r e c t i o n Curve fcr Joe. t ' f ic icr ib 3 o t e n t i o m e t e r s 
e t e r Re 
O i a l 
S e t t ion G o r r s c t i o n C o r r e c t i o n 
0 . 0 1 5 3 - , 0 1 5 3 o 0 
0 . 0 0 , 0 5 0 5 - . 1 0 . j 0 0 0 
0 . 0 4 0 3 5 0 0 - . 0 1 0 0 , 0 4 1 0 „ . . 0 0 1 
o.dc 0 ? 7 0 - 3 1 7 0 0 6 0 5 - . 0 0 0 5 
0 . 0 8 .3 . Go - 3 1 7 5 „ 037: 
0 .1O 1 1 6 - 01C 1 0 0 3 
0 . 1 0 . 1 0 3 - 0 1 4 , 1 2 2 -- "1 V- ! U JC, 
0 . 14 1 5 4 - 0 1 4 14: - . 77, 
3 . 1 7 . 1 7 1 - O i l 1 0 0 0 
0 . 1 0 . I S 1 - O i l 1 8 4 - , 0 0 4 
0 . 2 0 . ..10 ._ , 0 1 0 , 2 0 5 - 0 0 5 
0 . 2 2 2 3 1 _ . o i l 2. . 5 - . 0 0 . 
0 . 2 4 -- , 0 ' 7' , 2 4 5 _ , 0 0 5 
•i/G _ , 0 1 0 0 0 5 - , 0 0 5 
U . <d o , 2 8 5 - . 0 0 5 2 8 8 - 03'. :, 
3 . 3 0 0 1 0 - 0 1 0 '-•'. • i - ~ - . .; 
0 . 3 2 '-' Q Q - 0 0 7 - . . : . i •:.-• _. . 0 .3 
3 . 0 4 "733 - . 0 )£ 1 03 - . 0 . 
0 . 0 3 3 6 4 - )C 6S - , • - . . . - . 
0 . 0 , : 73 o 0 0 5 '7 0 - 7 1 (: 
0 . - 0 7 35 - 0 0 5 4 1 0 - 0] 5 
0 . : 4: i - 0 0 1 JC _ 30! 
0 . 4 4 4 4 0 : .. 1 _. . 0 30 
> ,46 A . j Q + . 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 
j , 4 8 4 7 9 4 0 0 1 7073 - 0 1 0 
n r~ n 
• _ . • . 1 1 . - 4 9 9 ; , 0 0 1 5 05 - 30 ; 
U . 0 c < 5 1 9 •i , 0 0 1 5 2 5 0 0 5 
0 . 0 4 • '• 4 0 U i 3 ' - L ~f - 0 0 5 
U • 0 0 5 5 9 -1 0 0 1 b&2 - 0 0 2 
0 . 5 8 5 7 9 + 0 0 1 5 8 1 0 0 1 
5.6 0 5 9 0 + 3 1 0 , 0 0 0 U 
0 . 6 2 0 0 5 + 0 1 5 5 2 1 - 0 : 1 
0 . 6 4 03,5 7 , 0 0 5 0 4 4 - , )04 
0 . 0 0 ' .73 + . 731 6 6 0 0 
0 . 6 8 6 8 0 Q 6 0 0 0 
0 . 7 0 0 0 5 - i , 3 0 0 7 7 7 3 
0 . 7 7 7 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 
0 . 7 4 72 3 + 0 0 1 7 3.7 0 
J . / 6 0 5 : ) 0 7 6 0 0 
0 0 
. 0 1 5 0 7 . 0 0 5 
•• ) '" 7 "I . L / 1 , t-' JL + . 0 0 6 9 
. 0 5 7 0 H . 0 0 6 
. 3712 + . 0 0 8 7 
. 0 9 1 0 n . 0 0 9 
. 1 1 0 4 . 0 0 7 
. 1 7 7 + . 0 0 5 
. 1 0 7 + . ^JGc, 
. J. / 7 + . 0 0 8 
. 1 5 0 - . 0 0 8 
. 3 : 1 7 + . 0 0 8 
• . • d 1 . 0 0 8 
. 0 5 0 + . 0 0 8 
, 2 30 - . 0 0 8 
. 2 9 2 + • 0 0 8 
! 3 1 £ + . 0 0 8 
V, -, Q 7 . 0 0 0 
. 3 ;, 3 + . 0 0 8 
. 3 7 2 + . 0 0 8 
' ! •'.".'• 7 . 0 0 8 
. 4 1 2 0 1R 
. 4 0 0 + . 0 0 8 
. 4 5 0 + . 0 1 0 
. 4 7 2 7 . 0 0 8 
. 4 9 2 H . 0 0 8 
. 5 0 5 + . 0 1 5 
• •• . . . . ' + . 0 1 0 
.0 .30 + . 0 1 0 
. ::,,.c i . 0 1 5 
. 0 0 5 + . 0 1 5 
. 0 0 0 + . 00 0 
. 6 2 5 + . 0 1 5 
. 0 4 0 + . 0 1 5 
. 0 70 + . 0 1 0 
.6^ :5 -i . 0 1 5 
. 7 1 5 + . 0 0 5 
. 7 0 5 -i . 0 0 5 
. 7 5 5 + . 0 0 5 
( cont J.rnied on :7 ) 
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CORRECTION CURVE FOR TH^ CONSTANT 
T1 RM COEFFICIENT POTENTIOMETER 
0 . 1 0.2 0.3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 
DESIRED VALUE OF a 2 














m i J U J l l i i i J 
l : : : : t : : : : l 
0.1 0.2 
FIGURE 7 
CORRECTION CURVE FOR THE X TERM 
COEFFICIENT POTENTIOMETER 
:rr:r:n:::irr:rt::::l::::tt:;:rB: wmm 
0 .3 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 
DESIRED VALUE OF &i 







FiaURE 8 0 
CORRECTION GU VE FO1 TEE )T TERM 
coi,T7,FiciFriT ?OTT :JTKMETEH 
- 0 . 0 1 0 
0 . 1 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4 0 . 5 0 .6 
DESIRED VALUE OF a 0 
0 .7 0 . 8 0.9 1.0 
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Data 
APP .551 7 
Olobtinc Correction In O'lrot and Second Powers of x 
Root Meter Re a cl lag 
Dial st x Oorrection 
.cc a ' .' ne Switch In x 
eter Reading 
at x2 . 
Switch \ 
Jeter ( "orrection 
Reading in x% 
.00100 .05162 .00162 
,00234 .04007 .02837 
.000:12 .000-09 .02419 
.00655 .00093 .02093 
.0100 . 1000 .0200 
.010'/ .1170 .0170 
,0102 . 1549 .0149 
.005/ .1559 .0139 
. 029 7 .1/25 .0123 
.05'/ 6 . 1 - 3 0 .0130 
.0450 .2121 .0121 
.050) • & O U Ci .0102 
.0620 040 0 .0090 
.0750 ' i ' / • \ : .0102 
.0055 ' ' 1;" 1 Ci .0090 
.0940 .5066 .0066 
. 104 .3205 .0025 
.117 .5421 .0021 
.150 .5506 .0006 
. 145 .5808 . 0008 
.109 .3987 -.0013 
.17 0 . :: 195 -.0005 
.192 .4582 -.0018 
.olO .46 04 .0004 
.229 .4785 -.0015 
.248 .4980 -.0020 
.268 .5177 -.0023 
.209 .55 76 -.0024 
.509 .5559 -.0041 
. 5 01 .5755 -.0047 
.55 7 .5975 -.0025 
.381 .5172 -.0028 
. 400 .6007 -.0013 
.441 .,.601 .0041 
.459 .6775 -.0025 
.485 .6964 -.0036 
.515 .7176 -.0024 
.542 .7562 -.0038 
.570 .7550 -.0050 
.6 00 .7746 -.0054 
. 6 5 8 .790 ? -.0013 
(continued on page 52 ) 
0 
0 .02 
0 . u O-
0 .00 
o . Ol^ 
u .10 
0 .12 
0 . l o 
0 .16 




0 . (d 0 
0 ,23 
*> ,30 
0 i w fci 
0 .54 
n 58 





































o a Q 
.304 
7 0 0 



































































Data for Plotting Correction in Firs 
(continued) 
Second Poi OX X 
..'coot 
D i a l 
Reading 
0 . 32 
0 . 0 4 
0 . 0 6 
0 . i~> - J 
0 . «- U 
3 . 9 : 








Sis i t c h 
e t e r 
it: a d i n g 
C o r r e c t I o n 
0 
i n :x~ 
. 6 6 b (—i - i i - r " . o l o b - . 0 0 4 5 
. 7 0 0 . 8 3 6 7 - . 0 0 5 0 
. 7 0 6 . 0 5 9 1 - . 0 0 0 9 , 
. 775 . 000c . 0 0 0 5 
. 8 0 5 . 8 9 7 2 - . 3 0 2 8 
. 6 4 0 . 9 1 6 5 - . 0 0 3 5 
. 880 . 9 3 8 1 - . 0 0 1 9 
. 00!0 . 9 5 9 2 - . 0 3 0 8 
. 9 6 0 . 9 7 00 - . 0 0 9 2 










Q '-• c 


























0.4 0.5 0.6 
DESIRED ROOT DIAL READING 







0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
DESIRED ROOT DIAL READING 
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ICROPOT 1 :' GIPICATIONS 
MICROPOT 4T%. THOMAS B. GIBBS 6- COMPANY 
Division of the George W. Borg Corporation 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
Dec. 8, 1945 
No. 31,002 
Printed in U.S.A. 
First order factors which influence the linearity of any potentiometer an 
variations in diameter of resistance wire, length per turn and spacing between 
turns. In the design of the MICROPOT, these Quantities are chosen on the baai3 
of average values, and while there are unavoidable errors in drawing or winding, 
these oan be controlled to the point where linearity errors as small as ,0b% 
fall within the range of possibility. 
Careful attention to other a*ohanlcai' details further makes oertain bhstt 
linearity is built into the MICROPOT. And to insure its permanence, the entire 
resistance element (with soldered terminals attached) is pressure molded as an 
insert in the bakelite case. All MICR0P0TS are tested for linearity at 41 rotor 
positions before leaving the factory. 
RESOLUTION 
In a wire wound potentiometer the moving contact must necessarily advance 
from one complete turn of resistance wire to the next; therefore, the change in 
resistance with rotation is not a truly continuous function but varies in small 
finite steps. The smaller these steps, the more accurately the potentiometer 
may be set. It is obvious that these steps (or resistance per turn of resistance 
wire) must be smaller than the linearity tolerance as defined above. These 
finite steps determine the Resolution 1, or resolving power) of the potentiometer 
and may be defined as the ratio of the resistance per turn (A) to the total 
resistance at 100^ rotation (R), or: ^X- 'VR. 
Now the total resistance (R) is equal to the resistance per turn (A) 
times the number of turns or: £ - A/& ~ ^A N - VH 
In other words, the resolution of a potentiometer is dependent only on 
the number of turns* 
The length of the winding core, therefore, becomes of paramount lliportanoe 
when small resolution or high linearity and "resetatility" accuracy is required. 
The spiral construction of the MICRCPOT pefrr.it s bha use of a core 43^" long LJ 
a It*" diameter case with the winding spread out over 3,600 degrees. (This core 
in a 281 degree potentiometer would be approximately ITi*inches in diameter. 
TOTAL RESISTANCE 
The circumference of the oore (which determines. the length per turn) and 
the specific resistivity of the wire directly affeet the total resistance, :>-• 
have no effect upon resolution or linearity. 
The diameter of the resistance wire will have a direct effeot upon the 
number of turns that oan be wound on any ?;iver length core, and thus direct.y 
affects resolution. This indicates that sa&ll 3is.rr.eter resistance wire will 
give better resolution than a large diameter wire. The exact relationship 
between the various factors is beycnrt t:,e scoie of *his bulletin. 
In the MICROPOT the relation between length and circumference of the 
winding core has been so chosen that total resistance* of from 1,000 to ICC,.. 
ohms oan be obtained while keeping the resolution such that linearity of less 
than one tenth of one peroent can b^ held. 
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MICROPOT 
Dec. 8, 104.'. 
No. 31,002 
THOMAS B. 61 BBS 6- COMPANY 
DivUion of the George W. Borg Corporation 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
Printed in U.S.A. 
There are, in general, three oharacteristios of a linear, wire wound 
potentiometer which are of interest to the user. These are (1) Linearity, 
(2) Resolution, (3) Total Resistanoe. There are no theoretioal limits between 
which any of the three oharacteristios must be held, but praotioal consideration 
tend to establish definite limits beyond which it is not desirable to go. It 
is the purpose of this bulletin to disouss these characteristics and their 
praotical limits. 
Throughout this disoussion the following symbols will be used: 
@ = Percentage rotation 
R x - Resistanoe @ 0 percentage rotation 
R - Resistanoe $ 100$ rotation 
A * Resistanoe per turn 
M » Number of turns to wind resistanoe ft 100$ rotation 
R T
 a Total resistanoe between external terminals 
7\ * Resolution 
LINEARITY 
A linear potentiometer oan be defined as having percentage output equal 
to percentage rotation or f̂  - ^Q 
Therefore, a potentiometer having ,1% linearity oar. be defined by the 
equation R X = R6±.00]R. 
This is the linearity expression used in defining the performance of 
the MICROPOT. Note that the error, expressed in ohms, is a constant once R 
is established. This definition may be shown graphically thus 
S -V 9LI HTAGi 
upC 
t^ 
•x K a; î j 
V 
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BRASS B U S I N G 




1. Mechanical Rotation 
2. Electrical Rotation 
3. Total Resistance [* 5%) 
4. Linearity Accuracy 
5. Torque 
6. Power Dissipation 
7. Shaft Extension " L " 
8. Life 
— 3,600" + 1 5 ' (*} 
- 0 ° 
— 3,600° - f (4.4° (*) 
- 0 ° 
— I M , 2M, 5M I0M, 20M and 30M [Stock Sires] 
— ^ 0 . 1 % (As defined in bulletin 31002) 
— Not over 1.5 inch ounce running 
Not over 3.0 inch ounce starting 
— 2 Watts @ 7 I ° C 
— " s " or |%'" 
— Not less *han 50,000 cycles 
' million Revolutions) 
These tolerances are independent of each other. 
